
Embark on a smooth intelligent enterprise transformation journey with Kellton’s 

complimentary SAP S/4HANA assessment services. As your SAP Global Partner, we enable 

you to scale faster by providing the right SAP S/4HANA adoption strategy and roadmap for 

seamless implementation for greenfield, brownfield, and hybrid implementations.

Seamless transitions to
SAP S/4HANA



Turbocharge your S/4HANA transformation journey

SAP S/4HANA plays a crucial role in streamlining your mission-critical business systems into a genuinely simplified 
enterprise. Companies that have not yet transitioned today could fail to achieve a competitive advantage over 
laggards that postpone. SAPS/4 HANA accelerates digital transformation for enterprises of all sizes by reinventing 
business models to improve efficiency, productivity, and operational flexibility.

Prioritize
• SAP S/4HANA transition and deployment options

• Discovery/assessment of legacy architecture

• Development of SAP strategy and roadmap

• Develop a relevant business case

Modernize
• Harmonization of chart of accounts

• Rationalization of master data

• Optimization of business processes

• Organization change management

Migrate
• Implementation of SAP S/4HANA solution 

• Greenfield/brownfield + SLO services

• Data migration to the new platform

• Validation and maintaining the project over time

End-to-end SAP MII 
implementation

Assess
• Project scope analysis and requirement understanding

• Perform critical analysis to identify problem areas

• Assess the readiness of existing SAP-centric infrastructure

• Collect data and get feedback from key stakeholders



Our S/4HANA assessment roadmap

The S/4HANA transition requires a deep understanding of the business structures and proper analysis of 
technical impacts. Unlock your SAP S/4HANA investment's full potential with Kellton. We create business value 
by performing an assessment of your current SAP landscape’s functionality, cutting through technical 
complexity, and predicting your migration success. We assess your current state, establish clear goals, and 
anticipate the business impact of the transition.  

Kellton’s proven and modular approach to SAP S/4HANA assessment framework helps you imagine and realize 
a better future by digitizing your business and achieving profitable growth. From initial proof of concepts to full 
production conversions, our certified SAP experts conduct a rigorous assessment of business constraints, 
adoption approach, target landscape, and S4/HANA adoption drivers to create competitive differentiation. 
 
Steps involved in our S/4HANA assessment roadmap:

Scope project
• Connect with customer basis team and collect customer IT Landscape diagram

• Facilitate customer in getting SAP pathfinder, BSR, FAR, and SAP readiness check reports

• Generate SAP transformation navigator reports

Assess status quo
• Share Kellton SAP assessment questionnaire with customer IT & business teams

• Conduct discovery workshops with customer’s team to understand the challenges and wish list

• Discuss and evaluate business process improvements

SAP best practices analysis
• Discuss and evaluate SAP readiness check report

• Evaluate business processes vis-à-vis industry/SAP best practices

• Evaluate S/4HANA simplification list for business impact

Evaluation of SAP roadmap
• Discuss and evaluate the strategy on: Master Data | Chart of accounts |Analytics | 

Information lifecycle | User experience | Data migration | Testing | Training | Downtime

• Discuss and evaluate SAP roadmap viewer

Assessment report
• Pre-final report review with customer key stakeholders

• Incorporate observations and recommendations of the customer's key stakeholders

• Final presentation and submission of assessment report and Closure of discovery phase



About us

We are a pioneer in SAP S/4HANA migration, implementation and consulting with 13+ years of SAP experience 

and cutting-edge digital transformation solutions. We are among the few SAP partners backed by dedicated 

S4HANA expertise and an SAP Partner Center of Expertise certification. Kellton has a global presence in the USA, 

Asia Pacific, UK, and Europe with 300+ world-class SAP experts working at Kellton's Dedicated Center of 

Excellence.

The Kellton advantage as Certified SAP Solution Partner

Certified 
SAP Solution
Partner

Partner center 
of expertise 
(PCoE)

Dedicated center
of excellence

Flexible engagement
models

Minimum
turnaround time

Industry-leading
SAP team

35+ ongoing
engagements

Rapid
implementations

SAP activate
methodology

Our esteemed clientele



Get
in Touch

General Inquiries: 

ask@kellton.com

www.kellton.com

North America: +1.844.469.8900

Asia: +91.124.469.8900

Europe: +44.203.807.6911

Success stories

David Devich
CIO, Momentive Technologies

Financial system integration turning insights into action (Howard Energy Partners)

A leading midstream provider was struggling with disparate financial systems and sluggish performance of 

mobility solutions. After a thorough analysis, Kellton chose SAP S/4HANA Finance for our client’s new ERP 

system along with SAP Business Planning and Consolidation (SAP BPC) for real-time insights and predictive 

decision-making. We delivered one single integrated view into financial processes and two fold increase in user 

engagement.

SAP S/4HANA implementation for a leading oil and gas company (Par Pacific)

A leading production company in the oil and gas industry with a 94,000-bpd (barrels per day) refinery was 

lacking scalability and business agility because of complicated architectures. We performed S/4HANA Simple 

Finance implementation which provided a single version of the truth and enabled faster period-end closing 

with improved user productivity through role-based Fiori Apps.

“We chose a greenfield implementation despite significant 
risks, including a pandemic. We knew our team was strong but 
added support from Kellton, SAP and AWS gave us the 
confidence to proceed.”


